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SUPERSONIC FLOW CALCULATIONS FOR A CONE WITH AN ELLIPTIC FLARE
by
Harry Lehrhaupt
A three-dimensional supersonic flow program, developed by the Grumman
Corporation, has been used to calculate the flow field about a cone at zero
angle of attack with an elliptical flare. A schematic diagram of the body
is shown in Fig. (1). Calculations are carried out to two cone lengths, with
the cone length taken to be unity. Free stream conditions of Mo = 8
p - ,00308308, and po = 1 atmosphere were utilized in the calculations,
Cross flow results in terms of the ratio W/v where v is the total velocity
are shown in Figs. (2) to (5) for the meridian planes 8 = 20, 40, 60 arid 80
degrees, respectively. The pressure coefficient distributions
Cp = (p/p. - )/M y/2
on the body are shown in Figs. (6), (7) and (8) for the meridional planes
8 - 30, 60 and 90, As a comparison in Figs. (6) to (8) C results for an
P
equivalent axisymmetric body utilizing Lomax's program2 have also been in-
cluded, An equivalent axisymmetric body is defined as that axisymmetric body
* This work was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration under NASA Grant NGR 33-016-131
1) Three-Dimensional Near Characteristics program written by Dick Scheuing
an employee of Grumman for his doctoral thesis,
2) The program referred to here is the one described in the following report,
Mamori Inouge, John V. Rakich and Howard Lomax, "A pescription of Numerical
Methods and Computer Programs for Axisymmetric Supersonic Flow Over Blunt-
Nosed and Flared Bodies," NASA TN-2970, August 1965,
I
which is tangent to the given body along a meridinal plane. The C distribu-
P
tions for the equivalent bodies are seen to be in good agreement with the
three-dimensional calculations. Such an agreement is to be expected at such
high Mach numbers.
In Figs. (9) and (10) the shock shape as computed by the 3-D calculations
is compared with the axisymmetric calculations of the Lomax program for
equivalent bodies at e = 60 and 9 = 90. The agreement between the shock shapes
is even better than the agreement in the C distribution.
P
A user's manual for the three-dimensional program is included as an
appendix to this memorandum. It should be noted here that the program, in
its present version, is irrotational. As such the results obtained remain
strictly valid in the region ahead of the first reflected characteristics
from the points on the shock where the shock is no longer axi:symmet:ic. For
slowly varying geometries calculations could be extended outside of the above
region, in particular under expansion. Special care must be take!I, howaver,
in adverse pressure situations where embedded shocks could be formed.
2
USER'S MANUAL
Three Dimensional Near Characteristics













reads inputs and initializes data.
Spline fitting routines FIT1 is the most
general.
Calculates speed of sound squared and slopes
of characteristics.
written inorder to enable Scope to handle
four dimensional arrays,
3rd order, finite difference polynomial.
nondimensionalizes free stream velocities,
pressuresand densities v = v/i~-7(P
= P/p%, p = P/p .
plotting routines W/v and CP are plotted
as functions of X for pts. on the body.
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INPUTS






control parameters, step size tolerances,
printout and plotting options.




number of (r,o) planes required to define
the body.







- description of body being used (example:
ELLIPTICAL CONE A/B 1.394)





r i indicates greatest integer example:
17/3 = 2, 03/51 = 0)
- stations where shape of body is defired.
(8F1O. 0) [ -iB- i + 1 cards
KB=1, MKB - angles for radii in (r, 0) plane 00 • e < 90°
or 00 < 0 s 180o.
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CARD 4 (8F10. O) MIB*( EK + 1) cards
RB(IB, KB) KB1=, MKB; IB=1, MIB - radii at each r-0 plane
CARD 5 (8F10. O) 2* (-- + 1) cards




number of points hetweeu body Ind shock
(r) at initial profile.
- number of meridional points (9) data
is specified at.
- velocities are cylindrical (1) or spherical
(2).
- alphanumeric label containing 64 characters.
(6F12.0) (free stream flow conditions)
- free stream Mach number.
- free stream pressure.
- free stream density.
C
- y m ratio of spoeifie heats a ,
Cv
angle of attack,
- tation at which we -deino initial velocity
distribution,
(6FIl.o) L
e 0 value of mhock pt, (note at 1aeft two
value8 arcf requirfed; ief, Mu Z 1),
- r pooition of thoe ehok point .
























x component of the velocity at pts. along
initial profile.
r component of the velocity.
- component of the velocity.
helps locate where velocities are given
between shock and the body 0 < PHI - 1





number of steps we wish to march down-
stream from the initial profile (Note:
program terminates either when MI is
exceeded or when x > XEND).
number of pts. between body and shock
(max is21 , 11 is coarse grid) (Note:
MJD < MJ).
number of meridional (8) planes (IC>MKD).
=3 number of times we average slopes
of characteristics.
=15 maximum number of iterations that
can be performed to find shock.
(1) one used (affects iteration of shock pt.)
(2)
indicates r-8 plane at which we want total
pressure calculated.
(1) initial plane.
(2) at each subsequent station.
meridional plane at which total pressure
drop at shock is computed
(0) no punch or plot.
(1) punch cards at last station and plots
C and W/v versus X.
p















.00001 tolerence for shock.
CUNST 
- 0.8 CVon Neuman stability constant.]
CTST 






- position where calculations are stopped.
1C
THREE DIMENSIONAL NEAR CHARACTERISTIC PROGRAM
Explanation of the Printed Output








Body cross-plane index number
Axial location of a body cross-plane






Body radial coordinate (rb)
First derivative of rb with respect to x
jx a r b








Meridional plane index number
Meridional plane coordinate (9, in degrees)
Axial component of the velocity upstream
of the shock
Radial component of the velocity upstream
of the shock.
Transverse component of the velocity




















- New data surface index number.
- Axial coordinate of the new data surface.
- Number of iterations used in the calculation
(M=1 first order, M=2, 3, 4 second order).
- Meridional plane index number.
- Meridional plane coordinate (0, in degrees).
- Body radial coordinate (rb).
6r
- Body slope in the X direction ( a )
b
Body slope in the 0 direction ( ) b°
Radial distance between successive grid
points between the body and the shock (6 ).
Partial derivative of 6
r
with respect to 0
Shock radial coordinate (r >
Shock slope in the X direction (xr)
6x s
Shock slope in the 0 direction (e)
Grid point index number in the radial
direction (J=1 on body).
Local radial coordinate.
Local axial velocity component.
Local radial velocity component.
Local transverse velocity component.
Local slope of the first characteristic.









New Data Surface Variables-Final Iteration (continued)
MACH NO Local Mach number

























































































3-D A-S SHOCK CALCULATIONS
THETA= 60.00 
1I .0 1 .1.7 1 0 _1












Listing of input data used to generate output for this report
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0.13165 0.13165 0.13165 0.13165 0.13165
0.14493 0.14506 0.14522 0.14539 0.14555







0.17211 0.17323 0.17463 0.17617 0.17764 0.17887
0.18596 0.18789 0.19034 0.19305 0.19571 0.19796
0.19993 0.20284 0.20659 0.21081 0.21502 0.21865
0.21401 0.21803 0.22329 0.22934 0.23549 0.24088
0.22107 0.22568 0.23175 0.23878 0.24600
0.22812 0.23332 0.24020 0.24822 0.25650




0.25635 0.26391 0.27402 0.28599 0.29853 0.30984
0.27046 0.27920 0.29093 0.30487 0.31954 0.33282
0.13165 0.13165 0.13165 0.13165 0.13165 0.13165
0.14113 0.15292 0.16911 0.18883 0.21013 0.22986



















































































































































































































































































































































































5902 A( ,NN)=VAL(F1,1 MJM1 K1,lNN)+DR*(VAL(F1l91MJM1,K,2,NN)+ o 5*DR*
1(VAL(F1,IMJMlK,3,NN)+DR* VAL(FlI,,MlJMl,K,4NN)/3.0))


















































































































































604 WRITE (IW,20019) I,X2,MO
20019 FORMAT (1Hl,30X953HNEW DATA SURFACE VARIABLES - FINAL ITERATIO
1N (I=I5.6H , X2=F9.5o5H * M=I5,1H)/)
607 DO 6007 K=1,MK
GO TO (608,609),NPRT
608 WRITE (IW,20020) K,T(K)R2(K) ,RX2(K) ,RT2(K),DR2(K) ,DRT2(K) RS2(K) 
1RSX2(K),RST2(K)
20020 FORMAT (///3H K=I4,4H TH-F9.4,4H R2-F1lO6,5H RX2=F8.6,5H RT2=F9.6,






























20022 FORMAT (1OX,42HSHOCK POINT CALCULATION NOT CONVERGING)
GO TO 9999
9002 WRITE (IW920023) K,J,DXRP,VP2,A,EM(J,K).BETATANALFELAMBtTEST
20023 FORMAT (/////1O0X38HSECOND ORDER SOLUTION UNSTABLE K1I5,5X,
12HJ=I5////9F138)
GO TO 9999
C PUNCH OUT RESULTS
0003 GO TO (9004,9999),IPUNCH
9004 WRITE (7,30001) (T(K),RS2(K),RSX-2(K),K=1,MK)
30001 FORMAT (6F12.7)
DO 9005 K=1,MK
9005 WRITE (7,30002) (U2(JK),V2(JK),W2(J,K),P(J),J=1,MJ)
30002 FORMAT (4F15.7)
WRITE(6,650)X2




















READ (IR910001) MIB,MKB,CONFIG,fXB(B1),IB=1,MIB) RED
WRITE(IW,10001) MIB,MKBPCONFIG9(XB(IB),9IB=,MIB)
10001 FORMAT (215,17A4/(BF10, 5))




11 READ (IR,10003) (RB(IBKB)9KB-1,KB8) RED
10003 FORMAT (8F10.0)
READ (IR,10004) (RBP(19KB),KB, loMKB) RED
10004 FORMAT (8F10o0)
READ (IR*10005) (RBP(MIBtKB),KB=1,MKB) RED
10005 FORMAT (8F10.0)
READ (IR,10006) MJDgMKDIVAXISSTARTEMINFPINF9RHOINFt WHITE
1GAMMA9ALPHAX19 (TD(KD)9RSl(KD)9RSXltKD),KD- lMKD) WHITE
WRITE(IW910006) MJD2MKD IVAXISSTARTEMINFPINFpRHOINF, WHITE
1GAMMAALPHAoXI 9 (TD(KD),RS1(KD)gRSXI(KD)9KD=lMKD) WHITE
10006 FORMAT (3I5916A4/6F12*6/(6F126/(66))
DO 21 KD=1,MKD
READ (IR910007) (Ul(JDdKD)qVl(JDKD),Wl(JDKD), WHITE
1PHI(JDKD),JD=lMJD) WHITE


















































C COMPLETE 60B'.' RADIUS MATRIX (1000)
IF (MKB-MK) 1001,i5i.,1001














































20002 FORMAT (////40X,3OHCOMPLETE BODY.', RADIUS MATRIX/)
DO 1056 IB=1,MIB
1056 WRITE (IW,20003) ITXB(IB),(KeRB(I'89K),RBP(IB,K),RBPP(IB,K),
1R3PPP(IBK),K=1,MK) .
20003 FORMAT (///10X,3HIR=15,10X,3HXBFI0.5///14X ,1HK915X,2HRB,19X,
13HRBP,19X,4HRBPP,17X,5HRBPPP//(1.O(l5,4F22.6))









20004 FORMAT (1H1,40X,26HUPSTREAM FLOW. CONDITIONS////12X,2 28HFREE STRE
iAM MACH NUMBER =F10.5//16X,24HFREE STREAM PRESSURE =F1l.5//17X
2,23HFREE STREAM DENSITY =F10.8//19X,21HFREE STREAM GAMMA
3F10.5//8X,32HFREE STREAM SPEEQ 'OF SOUND =F10o4//20X,20HLIMITTN
4G VELOCITY =F10.4//21X, 19HANGLE OF ATTACK =F10.5//////
519X,9HK,12X,5HTHETA,20X,2HUU920OX,2HVU,20X,2HWU//(15XI594F22.6))






























































2020 IF (MJD-MJ) 2021,204092021































2040 IF (MKD-MK) 2041,2061,2041



















HARDI FA+DR*(B+O. 5*DR*C+DR*D/30 ) )
RETURN
. END





LOC=I+(J-l)*NNI S)+ (K- 1)*NN2I)++(L-1)*NN(3,IS)
IF(LOCoGT.10080-(IS-I)*3780)WRITE(691001)
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